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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed method. When using the original dataset to train a masked face recognition model,

there would be unfairness between different ethnic groups. Using mask enhancement, data balance and asymmetric arc-loss,

our method obtains a fairer and better masked face recognition results.

Abstract

Face recognition achieved excellent performance in re-
cent years. However, its potential for unfairness is rais-
ing alarm. For example, the recognition rate for the spe-
cial group of East Asian is quite low. Many efforts have
spent to improve the fairness of face recognition. During
the COVID-19 pandemic, masked face recognition is be-
coming a hot topic but brings new challenging for fair face
recognition. For example, the mouth and nose are impor-
tant to recognizing faces of Asian groups. Masks would fur-
ther reduce the recognition rate of Asian faces. To this end,

this paper proposes a fair masked face recognition system.
First, an appropriate masking method is used to generate
masked faces. Then, a data re-sampling approach is em-
ployed to balance the data distribution and reduce the bias
based on the analysis of training data. Moreover, we pro-
pose an asymmetric-arc-loss which is a combination of arc-
face loss and circle-loss, it is useful for increasing recogni-
tion rate and reducing bias. Integrating these techniques,
this paper obtained fairer and better face recognition re-
sults on masked faces.
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1. Introduction
Face recognition has achieved excellent performance in

recent years [7, 9, 15, 34], along with the development of

deep neural networks [18, 28, 30, 33, 39]. However, as its

wider and wider applications, the potential of unfairness for

face recognition is raising alarm [1, 4, 27, 29]. For instance,

according to [11], a year-long research investigation across

100 police departments indicated that the face recognition

system has racial bias. Obviously, it is particularly impor-

tant to obtain a fair face recognition system.

During the COVID-19 coronavirus epidemic,wearing fa-

cial masks is often required in public areas, which poses a

huge challenge to face recognition. Traditional face recog-

nition systems may not effectively recognize the masked

faces, but removing the mask for authentication will in-

crease the risk of virus infection. The COVID-19 pan-

demic has driven a need to understand how face recogni-

tion technology deals with occluded faces, often with just

the periocular area and above visible. Recently, some com-

mercial providers have announced the availability of face

recognition algorithms capable of handling face masks, and

an increasing number of research publications have sur-

faced on the topic of face recognition on people wearing

masks. However, the problem of fairness has not been well

studied. Moreover, according to our experimental analysis,

masked faces may cause greater racial bias, for example, the

mouth and nose are important to recognizing faces of Asian

groups. Masks would further reduce the recognition rate

of Asian faces. Therefore, a fair masked face recognition

system is very necessary.

In this paper, we present a face recognition method to

achieve a fair masked face recognition system. First, pub-

licly masked face dataset is few, so we use mask augmenta-

tion tool to generate some masked faces. Then, after obtain-

ing the face dataset, as diversity between different ethnic

groups is very large, a series of face preprocessing meth-

ods are used to reduce bias and improve accuracy at the

same time. For instance, we use a data re-sampling method

to balance the data distribution by under-sampling the ma-

jority class. Training data enhancement and test time aug-

mentation are used for obtaining improved accuracy. Then

training data would be used to train face recognition mod-

els, trained models are used to extract features of test data.

Next, by calculating the cosine similarity between two fea-

ture vectors, confidence scores of test data would be gen-

erated, which indicate the degree two faces belong to the

same person.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows:

(1) An appropriate mask enhancement method is used to

generate masked faces based on MS1M dataset, it is helpful

for us to build a masked face recognition system.

(2) To acquire low bias and high accuracy, not only mul-

tiple training data enhancement methods are used, but also

a data re-sampling approach is adopted to balance the data

distribution.

(3) An asymmetric-arc-loss is used to obtain fairer and

better results, which is a combination of arc-face loss [9]

and circle-loss [32].

2. Related Work
Face recognition. State-of-the-art face recognition al-

gorithms are based on deep learning models. These models

learn to extract the important features from a face image

and embed them into an n-dimensional vector with small

intra-class and large inter-class distance. These models are

trained mainly following two approaches. The first one

consists on training a multi-class classifier considering one

class for each identity in the training dataset, normally using

a softmax function [9,25]. In the second one, the embedding

is learnt directly, comparing the results of different inputs

to minimize the intra-class distance and to maximize the

inter-class distance, for example using the triplet loss [31].

Both softmax-loss-based and triplet-loss-based models suf-

fer from face-mask occlusions in terms of accuracy, as re-

ported by [8] and [22]. However, as stated in [9], triplet-

loss-based models require a data preparation step prior to

the training phase, in order to select the triplets correctly.

For this reason, we decided to address the problem using a

softmax-loss approach. More specifically, we selected Arc-

Face [9] as our baseline, since it has been proven to be the

approach that reports the best results for the face recogni-

tion task.

Fair face recognition. As point out by some works

[1, 2, 36], the main cause of the model bias between well-

represented groups and under-represented groups is the dis-

tribution of training dataset. As shown in [36], we can

easily observe that the commonly used face recognition

datasets [6,14,19,21,40] are dominated by Caucasian iden-

tities, since the dataset is mainly formed by Caucasian sub-

jects. Face recognition models performance on Caucasian

outperforms that on other groups of people, such as African,

Asian, and Indian. Similarly, gender is another aspect of

face recognition datasets imbalance, i.e., dataset mainly

consists of male faces.

To solve these problems, many efforts on face recogni-

tion aim to tackle the class imbalance problem on training

data. For example, in prior-DNN era, Zhang et al. [43] pro-

posed a cost-sensitive learning framework to reduce mis-

classification rate of face identification. To correct the skew

of separating hyperplanes of SVM on imbalanced data, Liu

et al. [26] proposed Margin-Based Adaptive Fuzzy SVM

that obtains a lower generalization error bound. In the

DNN era, face recognition models are trained on large-

scale face datasets with highly-imbalanced class distribu-

tion. Range Loss [42] learns a robust face representation
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that makes the most use of every training sample. To mit-

igate the impact of insufficient class samples, center-based

feature transfer learning [41] and large margin feature aug-

mentation [37] are proposed to augment features of minor-

ity identities and equalize class distribution. Besides, the

FRVT 2019 [13] shows the demographic bias of over 100

face recognition algorithms. To uncover deep learning bias,

Alexander et al. [2] developed an algorithm to mitigate the

hidden biases within training data. Wang et al. [36] pro-

posed a domain adaptation network to reduce racial bias in

face recognition. They recently extended their work using

reinforcement learning to find optimal margins of additive

angular margin based loss functions for different races [35].

Masked face recognition. Since the rise of COVID-19,

several works have been presented in order to solve masked

face recognition task. The proposed methods tackle the

problem following different approaches that can be catego-

rized in three groups. The first group uses generative ad-

versarial networks (GAN) to unmask faces prior to feeding

them to the face recognition model [10, 23]. Using this ap-

proach it is not necessary to retrain the recognition model.

However, the reconstructed faces are synthetic and their re-

liability depends on the quality of the data, the network and

the training process. In addition, the process of removing

the mask noticeably increases the computation time.

The approach adopted by the second group consists of

extracting features only from the upper part of the face [17].

As the processed region of the face is smaller, the trained

network performs faster. Nevertheless, this causes an im-

portant drop of information when dealing with unmasked

faces, so it is not suitable for applications mixing both use

cases.

Finally, the last group tackles the problem training the

face recognition network with a combination of masked and

unmasked faces [3, 12]. In [3] they combined the VGG2

dataset [6] with augmented masked faces and train the

model following the original pipeline described in FaceNet

[31]. This way, the model learns to distinguish when a face

is wearing a mask and to trust more in the features of the

upper half of the face, but still extracts information from

the whole face. On the other hand, Geng et al. [12] defined

two centers for each identity which correspond to the full

face images and the masked face images respectively. They

used Domain Constrained Ranking for forcing the feature

of masked faces getting closer to its corresponding full face

center and vice-versa.

Masked face datasets. For the methods previously de-

scribed, there is a need of masked face datasets. Some

recent works have contributed to this task. For instance,

Geng et al. [12] presented a dataset where each identity

has masked and full face images with various orienta-

tions. However, the dataset contains only 11,615 images

and 1,004 identities, which is not enough data for train-

ing a complex network such as ResNet-50 [16, 18] . In

[5], the authors presented a dataset composed of 137,016

masked faces divided in two groups: correctly and incor-

rectly masked. Nevertheless, the dataset does not contain

information about the identity of any of the subjects, so

it cannot be used for the face recognition task. In [38],

two additional datasets are presented: Real-world Masked

Face Recognition Dataset (RMFRD), with 95,000 images

and 525 identites, and Simulated Masked Face Recognition

Dataset (SMFRD), with 500,000 and 10,000 subjects. Al-

though the latter dataset contains a great number of sam-

ples, it is not yet sufficient to train a complex network, for

example if we compare it with MS1MV2 dataset used in

ArcFace [9], which contains 5.8 million images and 85,000

identities.

On the other hand, Anwar and Raychowdhury [3]

present a tool for masking faces in images. It uses a face

landmarks detector to identify the face tilt and six key fea-

tures of the face necessary for adjusting and applying a

mask template. This tool supports different types and col-

ors of masks. In this work, we imitate this tool to generate

a masked version of the face recognition datasets used for

training and evaluation.

3. Dataset Description
For training data, Microsoft Celeb (MS-Celeb-1M) is a

dataset of 10 million face images harvested from the Inter-

net for the purpose of developing face recognition technolo-

gies. According to Microsoft Research, who created and

published the dataset in 2016, MS Celeb is the largest pub-

licly available face recognition dataset in the world, contain-

ing over 10 million images of nearly 100,000 individuals.

Microsoft’s goal in building this dataset was to distribute

an initial training dataset of 100,000 individuals’ biomet-

ric data to accelerate research. But actually, there are many

noises in the original MS1M dataset, so the original MS1M

dataset can not be used directly.

MS1M-V3 (MS1M-RetinaFace) [14] is created by the

organization of insightface, they clean the original MS1M

dataset to obtain a better dataset. The detailed introduction

is shown in Table 1, besides, we show some samples from

MS1M dataset as Fig. 2.

For test data, test dataset mainly comes from IFRT,

contains 6,964 identities, 6,964 masked images and 13,928

non-masked images. There are totally 13,928 positive pairs

and 96,983,824 negative pairs. The globalised multi-racial

testset contains 242,143 identities and 1,624,305 images.

The detailed information is shown in Table 2.

4. Proposed Method
The proposed approach consists of three parts, they are

mask augmentation, face preprocess, training module and
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Figure 2: Some samples of MS1M dataset. Face images without a mask (left) and with a mask (right).

Table 1: Comparison of different face datasets.

Dataset Identity Image
Racial distribution (%)

Caucasian Asian Indian African

LFW [19] 5,749 13,233 69.9 13.2 2.9 14.0

IJB-A [20] 500 5,396 66.0 9.8 7.2 17.0

VGGFace2 [6] 8,631 3,086,894 74.2 6.0 4.0 15.8

CASIA-Webface [40] 10,575 494,414 84.5 2.6 1.6 11.3

MS1M [14] 85,742 5,822,653 76.3 6.6 2.6 14.5

Table 2: Information of testset.

Race-set Identities Images Positive Pairs Negative Pairs

African 43,874 298,010 870,091 88,808,791,999

Caucasian 103,293 697,245 2,024,609 486,147,868,171

Indian 35,086 237,080 688,259 56,206,001,061

Asian 59,890 391,9702 1,106,078 153,638,982,852

ALL 242,143 1,624,305 4,689,037 2,638,360,419,683

inference module, as shown in Fig. 3. In this work, we

use a mask augmentation method to generate masked face.

Besides, a data re-sampling approach is employed to bal-

ance the data distribution and reduce the bias based on the

analysis of training data. IR 100 is used as backbone for

feature extraction. In the training module, arcface is used as

model head. Then in the inference module, test data feature

vectors are generated based on trained backbone. Next, the

final prediction is obtained by calculating the cosine simi-

larity between two feature vectors. The prediction is defined

as follows:

prediction =
A ·B

‖A‖ × ‖B‖ (1)

where A represents a feature vector, B represents another

feature vector.

4.1. Mask Augmentation

Insightface presents a tool for masking faces in images.

This tool supports different types and colors of masks, such

as mask white, mask blue, mask black and mask green.

And one choice of the mask probs is 0.4, 0.4, 0.1, 0.1. In

this work, we use this tool to generate a masked version of

the face recognition dataset used for training and evaluation.

We decide to generate a masked twin dataset from the orig-

inal one and to combine them during the training process.

Both datasets are shuffled separately using the same seed,
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Figure 3: Pipeline of our method.

and for every new face image selected for the input batch,

we decide whether the image is taken from masked dataset

with a probability of 20%.

4.2. Face Preprocess

4.2.1 Data Balance

As shown in Table 1, the racial distribution is imbalanced,

for instance, the number of Caucasian is ten times bigger

than the number of Asian. The deep learning model is data-

driven, so the gap of the face recognition result between

Caucasian and Asian is also big. According to [1], if the

face data is balanced in different ethnic groups, the accu-

racy of the face recognition result would be similar. So the

intuitive idea is using a re-sampling method to get a bal-

anced data and obtain a fair result finally.

For masked data, there is something different, the mouth

and nose are more important to recognition a face for Asian

than other ethnic groups [1], so the mask would reduce

the recognition rate of Asian more. According to that, we

mainly increase the weight of Asian base on data balance.

One choice of our weight rate is Caucasian: Asian: Indian:

African=0.05:1:1:0.2, the re-sample method could help us

obtain a fair score.

4.2.2 Data Enhancement

In addition to data balance, multiple attempts have been

made in the data enhancement phase. For training

data enhancement, multiple enhanced methods, such as

RandomHorizontalFlip (RHF), ColorJitter (CJ) and Ran-

domBlur (RB), are used to improve data diversity.

In the inference stage, test time augmentation is used,

we put the original face and the face which is flipped hori-

zontally into backbone respectively, then both of the output

feature vectors would be added together to produce the final

feature vector.

4.3. Train Module and Inference Module

In train module, ir 100 is used as backbone. We pro-

posed asymmetric-arc-loss for training, it contain arcface

loss and circle loss.

The arcface loss is as follows:

Larc = − 1

m
Σm

i=1log
es(cos(θyi+m))

es(cos(θyi+m)) +Σn
j=1,j �=yi

escosθj
,

(2)

subject to

Wj =
Wj

||Wj || , xi =
xi

||xi|| , cosθj = WT
j xi. (3)

We assume θyi as θp and others as θn. It’s easy to analyze

that the loss is monotonically increasing with respect to the

θp while θp + m < π and monotonically decreasing with

respect to θn, its convergence target is to maximize θn and

to minimize θp. Then we take a look at Circle loss, which

is:

Lcir = log[1 + ΣL
j=1e

(γαj
n(s

j
n−Δn))ΣK

i=1e
(−γαi

p(s
i
p−Δp))],

(4)

where sn means negative similarity and sp means positive.

And in the class-level style, there is only one sp so the loss

can be shown as:

Lcir = − 1
mΣm

i=1log
eγα

yi
p (s

yi
p −Δp)

eγα
yi
p (s

yi
p −Δp)+Σn

j=1,j �=yi
eγα

j
n(s

j
n−Δn)

,

(5)

subject to

αi
p = |Op − sip|+, (6)
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αj
n = |sjn −On|+, (7)

Op = 1 +m,On = −m,Δp = 1−m,Δn = m, (8)

Wj =
Wj

||Wj || , xi =
xi

||xi|| , s
j = WT

j xi. (9)

Based on the previous analysis, we can get two insights

on improving the loss fuction.

Combination of advantages. Circle-loss provides the

weight for sn and sp. We can also analyze that the loss is

monotonically increasing with respect to the sn and mono-

tonically decreasing with respect to sp, while both sp and

sn are in (0, 1). From the angel view, its convergence target

is to maximize θn to π/2 and to minimize θp to 0.

Convergence target shift. From the previous anylasis,

the convergence target of circle-loss is to maximize θn to

π/2 and the convergence target of arc-loss is even maximize

θn to π. But in fact, we do not alwayas need to maximize θn
to π/2 or π. Since in face rocognition situation, we can not

make sure that people in different sub ids are not similar at

all, it is usual that two different people have some simliarity,

like 0.3 or 0.2, and try to minimise this simliarity may make

model pay useless attention on easy negtive samples. To

solve this problem, we give a shift on the convergence target

for negtive and make easy negtive samples contribute less to

the final grad.

Since arc-loss provides an additive angular margin and

circle-loss provides weight in training, we can make a com-

bination for these two loss to use both of their advantages.

The asymmetric-arc-loss can be shown like this:

L = − 1
mΣm

i=1log
eγα

yi
p cos(θ

yi
p +Δp)

eγα
yi
p cos(θ

yi
p +Δp)+Σn

j=1,j �=yi
eγα

j
ncos(θ

j
n+Δn)

,

(10)

subject to

αi
p = |Op + θip|+, (11)

αj
n = |On − θjn|+, (12)

Op = π − tm,On = tm,Δp = tm,Δn = π − tm, (13)

Wj =
Wj

||Wj || , xi =
xi

||xi|| , cosθ
j = WT

j xi, (14)

where γ and tm are hyperparameters and yi
p +Δp, θjn+Δn

are clip to (0, π).
Then we could make a analysis on this loss. First, just

like circle-loss, θn and θp obtain weight based on their own

value via α. Since On and Op are fixed, the higher value of

θp, which is more difficult obtain higher weights and lower

value of θn, is also difficult to obtain more weights. And

turn to the easy samples, for positive, the weights are still

kept, and for negative samples, if θjn > On, their weights

will become 0. Then we can see that this loss give a margin

on θ instead of similarity, just like the arc-loss, to obtain an

additive cosine margin. The decision boundary is achieved

at:

γ(αpcos(θp +Δp)− αncos(θn +Δn)) = 0. (15)

What’s more, seen from the grad, we take a look at item

about θn, we assume that vn = αncos(θn +Δn) = (tm−
θn)cos(θn + π − tm) and ∂vn

∂θn
= cos(θn − tm) − (θn −

tm)sin(θn−tm) = 0 so the loss get min value for cos(θn−
tm)− (θn − tm)sin(θn − tm) = 0, in our hyperparameter

setting where tm = 0.65π, the θn is at about 0.38π, and this

target can shift base on the value of tm so this loss can focus

less on easy negative samples since their grad are smaller.

Besides, the focal loss [24] is used to alleviate the signif-

icant imbalance of the proportion of positive and negative

samples, which can be formulated as:

Lfocal = −at(1− pt)
γ log(pt), (16)

at =

{
a, if y = 1

1− a, otherwise
, (17)

pt =

{
p, if y = 1

1− p, otherwise
. (18)

In inference module, after obtaining features, Eq. 1 is

used to calculate cosine similarity scores.

5. Experiments
A workstation with 4*NVIDIA A100 GPUs is used for

experiments. We evaluate our method on the MS1M dataset

and the given test dataset of MFR21 (ICCV21 masked face

recognition challenge). The essential ablation studies are

elaborately designed, as well as quantitative evaluations

with other contestants.

For implementation details, all face images are resized to

112x112 pixels as the inputs. The number of image pairs or

number of image for the training set, validation set, and test

set are shown in Table 2. For optimization, we choose the

SGD optimizer, where the initial learning rate is set to 0.01

and weight decay is set to 5e-4, momentum parameter is set

to 0.9. The model is trained based on pytorch. In addition,

we also use Partial-FC to obtain better speed and accuracy.

In this challenge, for mask set, TAR (True Accept Rate)

is measured on mask-to-nonmask 1:1 protocal, with FAR

(False Accept Rate) is less than 0.0001(e-4). For other sets,

TAR is measured on all-to-all 1:1 protocal, with FAR less

than 0.000001(e-6).

5.1. The Effect of Hyper-parameters

In the training stage, image is taken from masked dataset

with a probability of λ. When the parameter λ increases,

the TAR@Mask (TAR of mask face) would increase, but the
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Figure 4: Verification score line chart, including top 10 contestants, baseline and our team in the leaderboard of MS1M track

of ICCV21 masked face recognition challenge.

TAR@MR-All (TAR of all face) would decrease. We test

the effect of λ in the Table 3, and can find when λ=20%, the

final score is best. So we choose λ=20% as shown in Table

3.

Table 3: The effect of hyper-parameter λ.

λ TAR@MASK TAR@MR-Alls

0 69.1 84.3

10 73.2 83

15 76.3 82.5

20 80.0 82.1
25 80.5 80.5

30 81.1 79.3

Besides, the weight rate of re-sampling also has im-

portant influence, we compare the result of original sam-

pling method and our sampling method Caucasian: Asian:

Indian: African=0.05:1:1:0.2, the detailed information is

given in Table 4. It shows that the TAR of East Asian

would increase sharply, the bias would decrease using our

re-sampling method. Besides, the TAR of MR-ALL would

increase at the same time. It shows that our re-sampling

method is effective.

Table 4: The effect of our re-sampling method.

Original sampling Our sampling

African 81.1 82.0
Caucasian 89.0 86.1

South Asian 88.1 85.2
East Asian 62.2 74.0

MR-All 84.3 86.5

5.2. Ablation Study

In this work, we mainly use three technologies, namely

mask augmentation method, the data re-sampling approach

and the symmetric-arc-loss. They all has different functions

to the final model. We do ablation study as Table 5 to vali-

date our ideas and find the best system. Bias is the deviation

between Caucasian and East Asian.

5.3. Quantitative Evaluations

We evaluate our model based on two evaluation index:

TAR@MASK and Bias. TAR@MASK is the tar score of

masked test faces. Bias is the TAR bias between Cau-

casian and East Asian. Table 5 shows detailed information

of different module combination. We can find Mask aug-

mentation would be useful for TAR@MASK, but it would

slightly increase the bias at the same time. The re-sampling

method could decrease the bias. Asymmetric-arc-loss could

increase TAR@MASK and Bias at the same time. Inte-

grating these techniques, we get TAR@MASK=83.3, and

bias=12.2%.

Moreover, the leaderboard of MS1M track of ICCV21

masked face recognition challenge is illustrated in Table 6,

where we show top 10 contestants and the baseline. For our

method, we get a great TAR@MASK score and a lower bias

compared with other contestants. The line chart of verifica-

tion score is drawn in Fig. 4, which obviously shows that

the TAR@MASK scores of top contestants are all great, but

the bias between the TAR score of Caucasian and the TAR

score of East Asian is almost bigger than 20%. Our team

get a lower bias of 12.2%, indicating our method is helpful

to get a fairer mask face recognition result.

To further validate our approach, the method is also

tested in glint360k track of ICCV21 masked face recog-

nition challenge. Based on baseline, our method uses the

same technologies in MS1M track of ICCV21 masked face
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Table 5: Ablation study of our method.

Mask augmentation Re-sample Asymmetric-arc-loss TAR@MASK Bias

69.1 27.2

� 80.0 28.5

� 70.2 14.0

� 73.1 25.2

� � 79.1 15.4

� � � 83.3 12.2

Table 6: Leaderboard of MS1M track of ICCV21 masked face recognition challenge in the test stage.

Team Mask African Caucasian South Asian East Asian Bias

agir 83.8 87.8 93.0 93.2 72.5 20.5

mayidong 84.3 86.3 92.2 91.2 70.0 22.2

jerrysunnn 82.2 85.4 92.1 91.3 71.5 20.6

mind ft 84.5 86.8 92.3 88.3 69.6 22.7

hammer hk 82.3 85.0 91.7 90.5 68.5 23.2

unitykd0701 83.8 84.1 91.1 89.2 68.8 22.3

kisstea 83.8 83.8 90.9 90.0 67.1 23.8

Hello 79.3 86.0 92.2 92.6 68.7 23.5

xuyang1 76.2 88.0 93.3 92.6 68.8 24.5

webill 78.1 86.0 92.1 91.2 69.3 22.8

Baseline 69.1 81.1 89.0 88.1 62.2 26.8

Our team 83.8 84.3 86.6 85.4 74.4 12.2

Table 7: Leaderboard of glint360k track of ICCV21 masked face recognition challenge in the test stage.

Team Mask African Caucasian South Asian East Asian Bias

jerrysunnn 86.4 92.2 95.8 94.8 76.1 20.5

mayidong 86.0 92.6 96.2 94.6 75.6 22.2

derron 84.3 92.0 95.5 95.1 77.2 20.6

DongWang 83.5 92.2 95.7 94.8 76.4 22.7

didujustfart 89.1 90.4 95.2 93.6 72.6 23.2

yossi avram 81.5 93.0 96.2 95.7 76.6 22.3

deepcam 84.4 90.9 94.6 94.2 75.8 23.8

helloface 87.3 88.9 93.8 92.0 73.2 23.5

suanying 77.6 92.8 96.3 95.5 77.6 24.5

sgglink 84.5 90.2 94.9 93.4 72.7 22.8

Baseline 75.6 89.5 94.3 93.4 72.5 26.8

Our team 84.5 91.2 92.3 91.7 78.0 14.3

recognition challenge. The leaderboard is illustrated in Ta-

ble 7, where we show top 10 contestants and the baseline.

We obtained great TAR@MASK score and a lower bias

compared with other top contestants. The result proves the

effectiveness of our method again.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposes a face recognition system with fair-

ness and robustness. The highlights are the combination of

the mask augmentation method, the data re-sampling ap-

proach and the symmetric-arc-loss. Integrating these tech-

niques, this paper obtained fairer face recognition results

and better results on masked faces.
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